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stationary. There is a provision to move off a crossing or bridge
to make the site safe. The driver is to be relieved and be subject
to breath test which is mandatory for any safety irregularity. No
one can take responsibility for the driver continuing on their
journey after a S.P.A.D. occurs and drivers should be aware that
Dwarfs, Auto and Home signals all carry the same severity if
passed at Stop.

March Marotta

Should a S.P.A.D occur you are to carry the appropriate
regulation, failure to do so can mean you could face grave
repercussions. Some emerging trends that have become evident,
that defy what would be an understandable assumption, is that
more S.P.A.Ds occur in winter because the track is wet and
greasy. In fact the highest frequency of S.P.A.Ds occurs in the
summer months and during school holidays. One possible
explanation is that drivers find it hard to sleep in these months
and children are on school holidays which may make it difficult
to sleep during the day and the driver’s concentration suffers
when at work.

S.P.A.Ds
Signal Passed at Danger
One of the most fundamental influences on a train driver’s
working life are signals or in railway slang ‘a stick’. In years gone
bye it was rare to hear of a driver passing a signal at red and
which could be a costly experience. The unfortunate driver
involved would be stood down and if the driver was proven to
be at fault they would have been reduced in classification to
either working in the work shops or to a shunt engine driver
which represented a significant reduction in wages for 6 to 12
months. The fact that this was news on the railway grape vine in
times gone bye attests to the rarity of the event or perhaps the
reporting regime that existed at the time.
Today a number of enterprises in the Victorian rail industry have
adopted management procedures that go by various names, but
in affect they are Point Demerit Systems, a management tool
which attempts to assess the circumstances of the S.P.A.D then
codify that into a penalty regime that may range from points lost
against your driving record or to summary dismissal in worst
case scenarios. A lot depends on what actions are taken before
and after the S.P.A.D. event.
Any driver can misjudge a stop with a goods train, passenger
train or electric suburban train. The contributing factors could
include a wet and greasy rail or foreign matter on the rail.
S.P.A.Ds have been known to be caused by thousands of
millipedes on the rail that made the track slippery. It may be
human error, mechanical failure, or maybe an individual affected
by prescription
medication or worse. The worse scenario is
a driver testing
positive for illicit drugs or alcohol in their
system which would lead to instant dismissal.

The statistics gathered so far show that there is a 32% increase in
S.P.A.Ds during summer when compared with the winter
months.
Another very interesting statistic was the highest incident of
S.P.A.Ds occurs on Mondays and Tuesdays irrespective of the
season. No credible theory as to why.
A disturbing trend has been observed is the increase in S.P.A.Ds
that occur on platforms where a driver is waiting to depart and
they depart against a red signal at the end of a platform. This is
not new in one sense. At the Sparks when there were guards on
the suburban network, quite often the guard would signal two
bells to depart and the signal was against you. So as a driver you
soon disciplined yourself to pay attention to the signal and
everything else comes after. There is a lesson in this for today.
Antidotal information from drivers at Metro is that they were
pressured to depart by platform announcements, people with
paddles, all manner of folk on platforms trying to hurry a driver
up. Evidence of this is Metro’s timetabling which make no time
provision for passengers to alight or board a train at Flinders St
that arrive and depart at the same time. Some Metro drivers
have confirmed they try and makeup time and depart before
timetabled departure time. The message for Driver’s in this
situation is, you only depart when it is safe to do so, and never
ahead of time. Don’t hurry your routine irrespective of
distractions. There was an old saying that the most reliable safe
working system in the rail ways is a cautious train driver. Don’t
speed or cut corners to try and make up time.

S.P.A.Ds have been increasing in the frequency in recent times. I
believe that part of the increase is due to the fact that nearly all
the suburban system is recorded and Metrol has an alarm system
to alert them when a signal is passed at a stop. There has been a
number of incidents involving drivers at V/Line and Metro
where drivers have been encouraged to continue on their journey
At the Met a staggering 37% of S.P.A.Ds are at platforms
and these drivers make the mistaken assumption there were
departing against the signal. It’s your job as Train Drivers to
technical problems with the signal or that the S.P.A.D has been
operate safely. Some organizations take this matter seriously and
covered up which was perhaps the case in a bye gone era.
not just pay lip service and attempt to be proactive. V/Line has
produced a C.D. which emphasizes some simple work practices
How wrong they are when the train has cleared the Metro area
in an effort to reduce the frequency of S.P.A.Ds. Other
or in some cases completed the journey to Flinders Street, the
organizations have adopted different strategies to make their
drivers have been stood aside pending investigation. The claim
driver aware of pit falls on rushing or trying to make up time. No
for not following their own procedure from Metro management
driver comes to work to have a S.P.A.D and much of the train
was they were not sure if the S.P.A.D. had occurred but Metro
drivers performance is directly related to their mind set, don’t be
becomes very sure about the incident when it’s convenient for
influences by external distractions. Don’t worry about timetables
them.
to the detriment of the safe operating technics and remember
caution is the most important attribute for a train driver.
Members are referred to Safety Bulletin issued by Metro Safe No
SWS-BUL 02 2012. After a S.P.A.D the train is to remain
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- Fair Work Australia listing for hearing 21/1/13,
Maurice Blackburn advice sought. The matter was
resolved prior to the hearing. Mildura depot still open
The Victorian Locomotive Division commenced a legal fund
and member jobs have been saved.
in 2011 to deal with the ever increasing trend of the Victorian
• Locomotive Division v Metro Trains.
Rail enterprises using specialized right wing labour law firms
- Maurice Blackburn acted for the Division in the
against the Union and its members.
Federal Court application for Breach of Contract of
our members at Metro in regards to the roster code
The Locomotive Division has witnessed some of these
for drivers.
foreign owned companies that are franchise holders of Public
- March 2013 - Locomotive Division and Maurice
Transport in Victoria indulge in activities that stretch and
Blackburn in federal court mediation
break, in our view, the Fair Work Australia Act and common
- The application was withdrawn after the new
law principals in their dealings with our members. It became
Enterprise Agreement was signed with Metro.
clear to the Locomotive Division whilst reasonable knowl•
Locomotive
Division v Metro Trains
edge of the Fair Work Act was adequate in the past, today’s
Aug
2012
– On site Behavior issue involving a
environment with the various jurisdictions and legal forums
member.
that we have presented our cases in, such as the Magistrates
- Maurice Blackburn advised matter resolved prior to
Court, County Court, Industrial Magistrates Court, Human
hearing.
Rights Commission, The Victorian Ombudsmans office and
•
Locomotive
Division v V/Line
VCAT, we needed current legal knowledge of the Acts that
June
2011
– Dispute over No Walking Time
we may have to rely on and advice from experienced legal
allowance
in
current
Enterprise Agreement to and
practitioners.
from meal facility. Therefore time not provided for in
rosters.
The Locomotive Division went to its members for
- Maurice Blackburn advice sought. Three hearings in
endorsement of a Legal Fund and its purpose was to
Fair Work Australia. The matter has been resolved.
represent and advise in legal matters when dealing with the
Walking times are provided for in the new proposed
challenges of the industrial climate we are in. The Victorian
Enterprise
Agreement.
Locomotive Division uses the services of the proactive law
•
Locomotive
Division
v Metro Trains
firm Maurice Blackburn.
- Nov 2012 – Work cover breaches against 2 members
- Maurice Blackburn advice sought, preparation for an
I have listed some of the issues and cases that Maurice
application. Matter resolved prior to hearing.
Blackburn has assisted/advised on, and sometimes
•
Locomotive
Division v Queensland Rail
represented the Locomotive Division in the last 12 months.
- May- Dec 2012 - Sexual Discrimination case.
- Locomotive Division attempts to negotiate a
• Locomotive Division v Pacific National Rural and
resolution initially unsuccessful. Locomotive Division
Bulk
commences preparation with Maurice Blackburn for
- April 2012 Enterprise Agreement – Advice and
hearing.
scrutiny that the E.A complied with the Act.
- Matter resolved in Dec 2012.
• Locomotive Division v Regional Port Enterprises
•
Locomotive
Division new Heritage Agreement for
- May 2012 - Advice on legality of a Training Bond
crewing
Heritage
Trains.
for trainee drivers.
Maurice
Blackburn
advice sought on aspects of
- June 2012 Enterprise Agreement – Advice and
agreement
and
possible
repercussions for members at
scrutiny that the E.A complied with the Act
V/Line.
• Locomotive Division v Australia Heating and Air
- Matter still on going.
Conditioning
- Mar 2012- Jan 2013 - When the Locomotive • Locomotive Division v Metro Trains
- Jan 2013 – Relieving Expenses.
Division purchased new premises at No 1 Elizabeth St
- Fair Work Australia hearing to commence. Maurice
above the old Hosies Pub the Australian Heating and
Blackburn advice sough, matter still not resolved.
Air Conditioning company was engaged to install new
Air Conditioners. They attempted to install a second • Locomotive Division v Metro Trains
- Maurice Blackburn reviewing witness statements and
hand unit. This ended in the Magistrates Court. The
court transcripts of a case against a Locomotive
matter was decided in the Locomotive Divisions
Division member charged and subsequently found
favour plus costs. The firm is now paying the
not guilty. One of Metro managers may have tried to
Locomotive Division.
prevent the course of justice in this case. Divisional
• The Victorian Ombudsmans inquiry in various
council to make decision whether to proceed with
aspects of Metro’s system.
the matter.
- Aug –Dec 2012 - The Victorian Assistant Secretary
Jim Chrysostomou and I were subpoenaed to attend.
We sought advice from Maurice Blackburn.
• Locomotive Division v Pacific National Rural and I can confirm the Legal Fund is used and members have
benefited.
Bulk (Nov 2012- Jan 2013)
- Nov 2012 – Closure of Mildura Depot

Modern Era Unionism
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V/Line Privatisation
The article below appeared in The Age newspaper whilst we
had premier Bailliue in charge with an ideological agenda to
marginalize workers’ rights and conditions and attack unions.
Has anything changed with the installation of Premier
Napthine? The signs are not promising. Evidence of this is
Victorian Liberals recent barring of a construction company
from participation in tender process because their workers
had a current Enterprise Agreement.
The liberal Government has repeatedly altered the conditions
that V/Line management can settle the Enterprise
Agreement with its employees which is currently over due by
8 months. The RTBU wrote to V/Line in April 2012 to
commence negotiations for the new Enterprise Agreement.
V/Line did not start negotiations with the Union until late
July 2012 after the Metro Enterprise Agreement was signed
off. The RTBU LD negotiated with V/Line consultants and
the costing’s done with the draft document ready for
approval from the Treasury bureaucrats in Oct 2012. Under
the direction from the Liberals the bureaucrats started chang-

ing their requirements for approval (as one exasperated
consultant negotiator said “they keep changing their goal
posts”). This has not been a traditional stouch between
management and the workers but instead a politically driven
agenda to prepare V/Line for privatization in my view. The
Liberal Governments axeing a number of V/Line board
members and the installation of new board members with
likeminded views . It will be interesting to see who the Liberal
install as the new Chief Executive Officer of V/Line, there
are a lot of rumours around none good for workers.
I can confirm that Metro is still interested in taking V/Line
over, after discussions with senior Metro management. It was
interesting to observe the subdued attitude towards V/Line
takeover, compared to their previous gung-ho demeanor
perhaps Metro is realizing its gotten too close to the Liberals,
so much of the privatization plan rests on the Liberal State
Government being return to power.
There is no doubt about the strength of feeling in regional
areas and by regional commuters that oppose V/Line being
privatised. At this time odds of privatization announcement
for V/Line being made by Liberals have evened out to about
50/50 in my view a lot depends on the next 14 months.

Premier offers up V/Line to Metro
Union labels government move 'ideologically driven'
By ADAM CAREY TRANSPORT REPORTER
THE Baillieu government has approached Metro to gauge whether it is interested in running V/Line, raising the
prospect of country rail services returning to private hands.
Separate sources close to the government and to Metro said the proposition was put to Metro in a discussion earlier
this year, but that no agreement was reached on the potential move.
The government and Metro poured cold water on the prospect on Thursday, denying that the discussion took place.
"There are no plans to privatise V/Line," Public Transport Minister Terry Mulder said.
Metro chief executive Andrew Lezala agreed, but said the company would consider an offer if one were made.
"If we were approached we would consider it, but we'd have to look at the numbers," Mr Lezala said.
The government is said to be eager to reduce union influence within V/Line in a bid to reduce operational expenses.
Rail, Tram and Bus Union divisional organiser Grant Wainwright accused the government of being "ideologically
driven" in its approach to V/Line and said the union would resist any move to dilute its influence among the regional rail operator's staff.
"Any move by the government to privatise V/Line will be seen by the public for what it is — ideologically driven,"
Mr Wainwright said.
"The RTBU has very high membership coverage across V/Line and if this is an attempt to undermine their conditions the government is mistaken," he said. "Regardless of who is the operator we will not accept any changes to
our members' conditions."
V/Line is run by a publicly owned corporation under a franchise agreement with Public Transport Victoria. The
agreement was due to expire on New Year's Day but has recently been extended until June 30.
Public Transport Victoria spokesman Matt Phelan said the six-month extension would be used "to undertake a
thorough efficiency review of the V/Line business with a view to extending V/Line's franchise by a further three
years under the existing governance arrangement"
The former Kennett government franchised the operation of V/Line to private company National Express in 1999,
but V/Line returned to public ownership just three years later after the company walked away. The state opposition's public transport spokeswoman, Fiona Richardson, said the privatisation of V/Line was "disastrous" for regional Victoria and should not be repeated.
"It took Labor years to undo the damage caused by the Kennett government's privatisation of V/Line and it has
taken the current Liberal government less than two years to return to its failed ideology," she said. "Rural and regional commuters will need no reminding that the last time the Liberal government privatised V/Line entire train
lines were closed and services were slashed to within an inch of their life."
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writing that the complaint exists before we can raise the
matter with management.

Relieving and Departing of trains

by Terry Sheedy
Divisional President
Long Jump and Jump Start
Numerous complaints from the travelling public regarding
Metro instructing Drivers to skip/jump stations as per their
rostered timetable running has not deterred Metro from
continuing this annoying habit leaving passengers stranded
on platforms as their trains zoom by in express mode even
on Saturdays and Sundays. Now they are trying a new game
called ‘Jump Start’ where they have issued a document to
Drivers that 15 seconds prior to departure time to check that
the applicable signal is at proceed and commence the door
closure sequence if safe to do so, this is to help achieve 00
right time departure.
In my 48 years in the rail industry it has always been in the
rules and regulations/procedures, that passenger trains are
not to depart ahead of the rostered timetable time.
Passengers have the right to step onto the train right up to
the scheduled departure time not 15 seconds before. The
RTBU disagrees with the issued document and advised our
members to ignore the instruction. The two above items
indicate to me an important message, and that is that Metro
don’t care about its passengers/customers, all they care
about is the mighty dollar, as they will try anything to
prevent them being penalized for late running trains.
You only have to look at the added times that have been put
into the timetables a few examples are Rushall- Clifton Hill
6 minutes Kananook-Frankston 6 minutes and SeaholmeAltona 3 minutes. Our trains are taking longer to complete
their journey and I reckon the red rattlers were quicker.

Allegations and Harassment
There have been allegations of harassment made by
members when running trains from the west end of 4 and 5
platforms in the morning peak as quite often there are five
or six managers present ( trying to justify their job ). It has
even been alleged that one manager closed the doors and
shut the cab door on a Comeng train using the former
guards bell/door station. Until members are prepared to
put these allegations in writing there is little the RTBU
Locomotive Division can do about verbal allegations, we
require proof in
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The manager of drivers rosters has been instructed by the
manager train service delivery to roster drivers to relieve and
depart at the same time, this is to improve on time
departures, don’t worry about passengers detraining on
boarding. Drivers are to enter the cab after relieving the
driver of the arriving train, shut and lock the cab door, adjust
the driver’s seat and mirrors if required, enter the TD
number into the DDU, check that the signal is at proceed,
at the time of departure check that the platform is clear of
passengers, close the doors, release the park brake, blow the
whistle and depart. If these relieving procedures take 1
minute or more , so be it, don’t allow managers or station
staff to harass or pressure you regarding departure of trains,
especially station staff announcing “train departing” when
the departure signal is at STOP, as we have had SPAD’S
occur because of these improper announcements.

Don’t get slugged
at tax time.....
AVOID THE MEDICARE LEVY
SURCHARGE
If your single and earn over 80K per annum or a
couple/family with a combined income in excess
of 160K and you don’t have hospital insurance
you will pay a Medicare Levy Surcharge of 1% of
your taxable income.
Any form of hospital cover will exempt you from
the
surcharge. So not only will you avoid the
extra expense but enjoy the benefits of private
insurance-great cover at
everyday low rates especially for people working in the transport industry.
So don’t pay unnecessary tax next financial year –
talk to us today.
1300 806 808
www.transporthealth.com.au
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•

Melbourne Yard Arrivals yard upgrade with a new
building complex to be built. The purpose of which
hasn’t been enunciated. (perhaps for a cup of tea and
a train preparation or more?)

•

North Melbourne Storage yard upgrade for 1 to 7
roads.

By John Marotta
Divisional Vice-President

•

The removal of the creek sidings to make way for
RRL main lines and car park.

•

Three new cross overs from the North Melbourne
Flyover to South Dynon Locomotive Depot.

•

New head shunt track (dead end in railway speak) for
South Dynon Standard Gauge freight yard up end.

•

New head shunt track for Dynon freight yard onto
the Spion Kop.

•

The ongoing changes to tracks and signals around
South Kensington station.

•

New Bridge over Maribyrnong River and Kensington
Road.

•

Works for new tracks being rolled out parallel
existing tracks from South Kensington to Sunshine.

•

Changes to tracks and signalling arrangement at
Sunshine Station , single line working on Ballarat line.

•

Anderson Road Level Crossing grade separation on
both the Bendigo and Ballarat routes

Training

•

...or lack of, has been a concern with new infrastructure and
track and signal modification. Hopefully these concerns will
be address, and any future training needs will be planned for
prior to any changes.

A new track being built between Deer Park West and
Manor, west of Werribee with high speed points
linking the Geelong lines.

•

South Dynon Loco washing plant has progressed
and all safe working issues have almost been finalized,
work procedures to be produced.

V/Line Enterprise Agreement
Three months into the year 2013 have past and we still have
no V/line Enterprise Agreement. With the 2009/12 E.A
ending on 1st of July, we are still waiting for Government to
finalize the agreement and give the ok to V/Line
management, so we can all move on.
There has been a lot of frustration and negative feedback
with a select group of Drivers about this process and lack of
a draft agreement with little or no suggestions from them on
how to address the government interference in the process,
besides the usual ,tell them to go and GET F’d.
A few infrastructure changes and new projects have been
happening around the network that are completed, semi
completed, progressing or yet to commence.

Long Trains on short platforms
Rough Tracks

These are becoming an issue and is causing frustration
amongst passengers and Train Crews with management
attitude that a work instruction/procedure will circumvent
this problem without building longer platforms.

•

Standard Gauge tracks still an ongoing concern with
only reactive maintenance being performed, with
multiple speed restrictions still in force.

RRL works

•

Traralgon to Bairnsdale line closed due to Level
Crossing issues.

•

Warrnambool line rough riding

•

Ballarat line still with a couple of speed restrictions

•

New Platform 15/16 Southern Cross.

•

The reduction in the yard roads and capacity in the
carriage siding Southern Cross.

•

New bridge over Dudley Street at very close
proximity to Festival Hall

•

Bendigo line with extensive speed restrictions and
rough tracks between Sunbury and Keilor Plains.

•

RRL lines that will travel parallel to the West
Melbourne Wash road and plant, pushing the wash
road maybe too close to the West Melbourne
Maintenance building depending on the future
requirements of the plant and or rolling stock.

•

Seymour line is
concrete sleepers

•

Shepparton line has speed restrictions on bridges.

•

Z Class Passenger Carriage sets have
removed from service, due to bogie issues.

•

Changes to walking path from North Melbourne
station to yards and South Dynon Loco.
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V/Line Pass
O.H&S Report

with Wayne Hicks & Ron Hall
V/line Passenger

National standard for health assessment
A revised national standard for health assessment of rail
safety workers commenced on January 20th this year.
A letter written from Management dated January 13th was
send out to inform the drivers about the changes, short
notice for those drivers who were due for a periodic medical.
With the letter came the web site address to the standard and
a list of some of the key changes.
There is a hard copy of the revised standard available to
drivers for reference in the drivers OH&S room at
Southern Cross.
V/Lines fact sheet tells us, as does the standard, that we
have a duty of care to tell your manager/supervisor of any
temporary or ongoing health condition that is likely to affect
your ability to perform your work safely, yet further down
the page it states that V/Line does not offer any alternative
duties (light duties) if you are assessed as unfit for duty as a
rail safety worker 1 (Driver Only Train Driver). However
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you will be bale to utilise your personal leave until you have
been passed fit for full driver only duties, this seems like a
one way street to me. Doesn’t the company have a duty of
care for your health, wellbeing and lifestyle dictated by years
of irregular shift work commitments causing disrupted
sleeping patterns, poor diet and disrupted family and social
life.
The standard suggests that you could be utilised for non rail
safety work, i.e. light duties.
Most of the queries about the revised standards from
members are about the body mass index (BMI) which may
have had something to do with some misinformation that
was placed out into the workplace after the revised standard
was discussed at a January toolbox meeting.
The BMI is a method of estimating your total body fat, the
revised standard links BMI of 40 or more or a BMI of 35 to
39 with either diabetes type 2 or high blood pressure
requiring 2 or more medications to control it, with a risk
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factor of suffering sleep apnoea and requiring further
investigation. This is one of the triggers for a referral to a
sleep study test. Other triggers are:
•

Habitual loud snoring during sleeping

•

Witnessed apnoeic events or falling asleep
inappropriately as measured by the Epworth
Sleepiness Scale Questionnaire, which you complete
during your medical.

•

Feeling sleepy despite adequate time in bed.

If you fail a sleep study test, V/Line management is saying
that you are unfit for any duties and will require further
assessment and possible treatment before being reassessed
as fit for duty.
There are controls and ways of managing sleep disorders
even whilst still working, not that management are
volunteering to help you with this,. They say come and see
us when you have fixed it and we will reassess your fitness
then wack you back into shift
work to cover holes in the
roster and keep the trains
running.
See copy of ESS questionnaire
and sleep disorder assessment
flow chart on the previous
page from the
revised
standard. A score of 0 to 10 is
within the normal range.
Asbestos
All the V/Line Loco’s have
now been assessed for
asbestos containing materials,
all the ACM’s identified were
non friable. It’s part of the
material in ARC chute. and
electrical boards. Whilst in the
workshops
no drills or
grinders are used on the
material. It is stable . This is a
judgment worksafe assesses
but they must be labelled. We
are now going through the
process of requesting further
assessments
and
identification for V/Lines “A”
& “N” class loco’s in regards
to Air Con.
Will keep you posted with the
ACM’s.
Heat
A reminder to crews to leave
the Air Con units on and the
blinds down or
curtains
drawn when stabling trains
during the day on days where
the temperature is forecast
over 25 degrees.
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Nelson’s Column
By Ernie Nelson V/Line Passenger Southern Cross.

This column contains poisonous libels and vitriolic slanders,
colourful language, nudity, violence, and smut of a general nature and anything else that helps sell Magazines, if you don’t like
it hit the road Mate! Email me at or call toll free 1800 SOD ORF.
Any similarities between depicted and real events and people in
some sections of this column is purely coincidental, so suck it up
Princess, get over it, use this as therapy and get on with your life,
Sport.

Level Crossings.

It must be noted that all level crossings are potentially lethal and
every single railway line should have lights, bells as well as
barriers and on high density lines they should have traffic lights
in addition to red light/speed cameras.
If road safety lights and cameras were fitted to level crossings in
high traffic areas around Melbourne and country towns revenues
from these devices could be used for much needed infrastructure
improvements along the railway.
To ensure that any revenue raised was spent on rail infrastructure
I would put the devices firmly in the hands of VicTrack and
keep VicRoads out of it.
It also wouldn’t hurt if Red Ted actually started to govern
Victoria and do something about our creaking Infrastructure.
Something all Drivers know is this that a train can not possibly
hit a motor vehicle of any description as trains are guided
vehicles therefore motor vehicles hit trains and the only way they
can do that is to intrude into the loading gauge of the oncoming
train, all the Train Driver can do is deploy the pharquenjaysus
brakes (no atheists in a foxhole) and hope that his/her sphincter
can hold the load, I’ve had one fatality involving a motor car and
been involved in another involving a pedestrian as well as provide
relief to Crews in the aftermath so I believe I can speak with
some authority on the matter.
Guess Who?

Old Barnawartha road level crossing Incursion West
Wodonga
N 470 flattened this car at the Old Barnawartha Rd Level
Crossing, there were no fatalities, one fellow went unscathed
while the young lady driving the car was less fortunate suffering a
broken pelvis among other things.
It is unclear at time of writing how this incident unfolded.

You know who tooling up for negotiations, nice touch
using a bulldozer.
Photo Google.com.au
Any Driver who can guess who it is and actually dares to tell him
in person, you’re a better man than me Gunga-Din.

Lyndhurst level crossing incursion derailment.
Photo Foxnews.

First Prize is a Trip to Muraroa Atoll, where the sun never sets
and everything glows in the dark thanks Le Bombe Atomique
and the Fourth Republic.

Luckily our young Member involved at Abbots Road Lindhurst, A Bit Of Trivia
(Photo above says it all), survived and it is anticipated he will
FAQs RAILROADS AND ROCKET SCIENCE
make a full recovery, our collective hearts go out to him and his
Off the Internet so it must be true.
significant other who is also a Driver at the Sparks and on Mum’s
leave looking after a brand new Baby Driver.
Does the statement “We’ve always done it that way” ring any
There is no need to go into detail here about this incident, except bells?
to say the Trucking Industry should be subject to the same
medical standards as every other Transport Professional such as The standard railway gauge (distance between the rails) is 4 feet
Pilots (Air and Sea) Airline Flying and Engineering Officers, 8 and a half inches.
Master Mariners and Train Drivers especially as crews age.
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That’s an exceedingly odd number. Why was that gauge used?
Metro and V/Line.
Because that’s the way they built them in England, and English
expatriates built the railways.
There was a recent article in The Age that suggested that Red
Ted and his Progressive Libor Party has offered V/Line to
Why did the English build them like that? Because the first rail Metro in a bid to curb Union influence and membership, which
lines were built by the same people who built the pre-railway did not work at the Sparks, as a matter of fact it galvanised the
troops resolve to take them on, and everyone became 100%
tramways, and that’s the gauge they used.
financial so I think this article was basically unsubstantiated
gossip at best and a fishing expedition at worst to flush out
Why did “they” use that gauge then?
Government intentions.
Because the people who built the tramways used the same jigs The reason I imagine the story was a plant is that when the State
and tools that they used for building wagons, which used that Government and Metro issued denials there responses where
very casual and offhand instead the usual vehement denials you
wheel spacing.
would expect when these types of organisation get caught out in
a
Okay! Why did the wagons have that particular odd wheel lie.
spacing?

That’s my opinion, hope I’m right.

Well, if they tried to use any other spacing, the wagon wheels It Is An Old Right-Wing Policy After All.
would break on some of the old, long distance roads in England,
because that’s the spacing of the wheel ruts.
So who built those old rutted roads?
Imperial Rome built the first long distance roads in Europe (and
England) for their legions. The roads have been used ever since.
And the ruts in the roads?
Roman war chariots formed the initial ruts, which every one else
had to match for fear of destroying their wagon wheels. Since the
chariots were made for Imperial Rome, they were all alike in the
matter of wheel spacing. The standard railway gauge of 4 feet 8
and a half inches is derived from the original specifications for an
Imperial Rome war chariot.
And bureaucracies live forever!

Sound familiar

So, the next time you are handed a specification and wonder
what horse’s arse came up with it, you may be exactly right, Meanwhile at Dr Damage’s office
because the Imperial Roman army chariots were made just wide
enough to accommodate the back ends of two war horses.
Now the twist to the story.
When you see a Space Shuttle sitting on its launch pad, there are
two big booster rockets attached to the sides of the main fuel
tank. These are solid rocket boosters, or SRBs. The SRBs are
made by Thiokol at their factory at Utah. The engineers who
designed the SRBs would have preferred to make them a bit fatter, but the SRBs had to be shipped by train from the factory to
the launch site. The railway line from the factory happens to run
through a tunnel in the mountains. The SRBs had to fit through
that tunnel. The tunnel is slightly wider than the railway track,
and the railway track, as you now know, is about as wide as two
horses’ behinds.
So, a major Space Shuttle design feature of what is arguably the
world’s most advanced transportation system was determined
over two thousand years ago by the width of a horse’s arse.
… and you thought being a HORSE’S ARSE wasn’t important!
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in on any relevant subject you like.
Seeya later, Drive!
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In the News

RailCorp To Shed Nearly 700 Jobs
By NSW state political reporter Sarah Gerathy
The New South Wales Government has announced that nearly
700 jobs will be cut from RailCorp when it is split into two
separate operators - Sydney Trains and New South Wales Trains
- next July.
In May this year, the government announced plans to divide
RailCorp and has today released a new organisational structure
for staff consultation.
The plan would see 240 back office positions axed by July and
450 maintenance jobs cut over three years.
It is the latest in a series of public sector job loss announcements
by the O'Farrell Government.
There were also 740 middle-management redundancies offered in
RailCorp earlier this year.
Earlier, the Australian Services Union said the government
should also explain any plans to cut staff at train stations, after
advertisements were place for project managers to review staffing
at 116 Sydney stations.
But Transport Minister Gladys Berejiklian says there will be no
reduction in the number of station staff, drivers or guards.
"There are about 1860 station staff today and there will be that
exact same number beyond 1 July," she said.
The minister says station roles will change so that more staff are
on the platform helping customers instead of in offices filling out
paperwork.
She says station staff will be trained to fix minor incidents which
plague the network, like doors being stuck or minor signal errors.
"At the moment station staff have to wait for people to arrive
from elsewhere to fix those minor incidents," she said.
"Under our new reform staff will be equipped to fix those minor

Rail Freight: A Clean Energy Initiative That’s
Building Speed In USA.
By Tim Buckley on 5 November 2012
Railway freight haulage is not a sector that springs to mind when
one stops to consider industries that will benefit in the transition
to a low carbon economy. However, if it was added that moving
freight over long distances by rail rather than road is three times
more fuel and emissions efficient, then the proposition changes
significantly.
With diesel prices up 300% over the last 15 years to over
US$4.00 per gallon, the cost advantage enjoyed by rail freight
operators over their road bound rivals is becoming increasingly
material. Combined with a longer term ambition to replace diesel
locomotives with high efficiency electric alternatives, it likely that
rail operators will continue to increasingly leverage the efficiency
advantages that they enjoy. Add to this equation such
developments such as battery recharging for locomotives through
regenerative braking and tougher, legislated, safety standards, it is
safe to stay that the future potential of rail is significant indeed.
In North America the long distance rail freight sector is a
significant economic constituent. It is dominated by six industry
giants – Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, Burlington
Northern Santa Fe (BNSF), Union Pacific, Norfolk Southern and
CSX Corporation. All but BNSF are stock exchange listed, and in
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incidents themselves." The Transport Minister says there has
been too much duplication in maintenance and the way its carried
out needs to be reformed.
Today's announcement has been welcomed by Infrastructure
Partnerships Australia.
The industry group says the reduction of staff is a sensible move
to begin trimming the fat out of the railways.
It says it the operational changes will empower station staff to
deal with problems more quickly and keep the network moving.
The group has repeated its call for the government to consider
franchising the rail services.
However, the State Opposition says the cuts will be a disaster for
commuters.
Its transport spokeswoman Penny Sharpe says the decision
makes no sense.
"Four hundred and fifty maintenance staff we rely upon every
day to make sure that that train turns up at the start of the shift
and means that its clean, safe and ready to go.
Four hundred and Fifty staff is too many to lose across the network," she said.
"Two hundred and forty staff - while there is so little detail given
today, it's hard to make a full judgement on that - but what is
clear is that there are concerns about safety staff going, risk staff
going and less incident management." Unions say they will fight
the cuts.
Mark Lennon from Unions NSW says it is illogical to cut staff if
you are trying to improve maintenance or customer service on
the network.
"These are ad hoc decisions they're making and like all governments, and particularly conservative governments, they think the
answer to improving reliability and service is simply to remove
workers from the system," he said.
"Well there's probably been over 20,000 workers to go from this
system in the last two decades and the travelling public are still
waiting to see the improvements in reliability and service they
have been promised."

combination possess a market capitalization of over US$150
billion. Over the last five years they have invested a combined
US$60 billion in capital expenditure, yet at the same time have
delivered exceptional shareholder returns.
In 2012 alone, these six firms will invest over US$13 billion on
CapEx to improve the sectors’ capacity, efficiency, safety,
transportation speed and reach. The size of this expansion is
staggering against a backdrop of a sluggish global growth and
weak consumer demand.
The investment merits of the industry are certainly compelling; a
point not lost to Warren Buffett, whose Berkshire Hathaway
(BRK) vehicle invested US$ 26 billion to acquire BNSF in 2010.
The release of BRK’s third quarter 2012 results highlight how
successful the acquisition has been. For the quarter, BNSF
reported earnings of US$937m, up 22 percent year-on-year.
In 2010 BRK made the following prescient observation in its
annual report which perhaps illustrates once again why Warren
Buffett is acclaimed for his investment foresight:
“… railroads have major cost and environmental advantages over trucking,
their main competitor. Last year BNSF moved each ton of freight it carried a
record 500 miles on a single gallon of diesel fuel. That’s three times more fuel
-efficient than trucking is, which means our railway owns an important advantage in operating costs. Concurrently our country gains because of reduced
greenhouse emissions and a much smaller need for imported oil. When traffic
travels by rail, society benefits… The railroad will need to invest massively to
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bring about this growth, but no one is better situated than Berkshire to efficiency (over 1% annually). Union Pacific’s average train size
also continues to rise at a rate of 2.7% annually. The list goes on.
supply the funds needed.”
By comparison, the East Coast rail freight firms of CSX Corp
Another appealing aspect of the sector is its highly cash and Norfolk Southern have been less than impressive in the last
generative nature – which is something of a rarity in the area of two years. Both generated around 30 percent of revenue from the
transportation of coal in 2010, relative to only 20% at Union
clean energy investing!
Pacific. The more than 20% decline in CSX and Norfolk US coal
shipments over 2012 has materially undermined the strongly
positive momentum in the rest of their business. There are
several reasons for this. One is that the collapse of the US natural
gas price over 2011-2012 (currently around US$3.70/MMBTU,
down more than 50% from long term US averages) combined
with the Environmental Protection Agency’s ongoing battle to
tighten air emission requirements in our view have permanently
undermined the US electricity generation industry’s historic
reliance on coal. Reduced electricity demand from a sluggish
economy and increased wind farm capacity have also weakened
the commerciality of coal fired power generation to the point
Rail freight: quick, cheap and green.
where out-dated plants are now being progressively and
permanently removed from operation.
To illustrate the point, consider American west coast leader In concert, these impacts have meant that CSX Corp and
Union Pacific. As a company, Union Pacific generated US$4.4 Norfolk Southern have reported year-to-date volumes down 1%
billion net operating cash flow in the first three quarters of 2012. in comparison with a marginally positive year-to-date
In addition to investing $2.9 billion back into the business, it also performance of Union Pacific, largely due to their differing
paid $860 million
in dividends. Unlike many US listed magnitudes of exposure to coal shipments. For a high fixed cost
corporations who use tax havens to hold cash offshore, Union business, this 2% relative swing in total volume change has a
Pacific management sees the benefit of optimizing its balance significant cost to earnings, resulting in a 20% differential in
sheet and has undertaken share repurchases of $1.2bn in 2012 to earnings growth for CSX and Norfolk vs Union Pacific in 2012
date. Since 2007, Union Pacific has repurchased a staggering US$ alone.
7 billion of its outstanding shares, effectively its entire free cash If anything, the coal sector volume pressure will only intensify
flow! Endorsed by its bankers, this strategy will continue to the rail sector’s move into building something called intermodal
benefit shareholders without adversely impacting Union Pacific’s freight capacity, given the significant additional volume potential.
investment grade credit rating.
Intermodal shipping involves moving freight by road to
The extent to which the North American rail freight sector has centralized rail depots prior to long distance rail haulage to
undergone a transformation over the last two decades cannot be another such depot before final distribution by road. Norfolk
overstated. In the last five years, the gains have continued to reported domestic intermodal volumes up 11% year-on-year in
surprise to the upside by almost any measure. Union Pacific has third quarter 2012, while CSX reported volumes up 8%.
increased its return on equity from an average 14 percent over At a time of record fiscal budget deficits, the scope for the US
2008-2010 to a record high 20 percent in 2012 and has delivered and Canadian governments to continue to invest in road
compound annual growth in earnings per share of 19% since infrastructure to assist interstate trucking is severely constrained,
2007 – driving a more than doubling of its share price over the particularly when the private sector is almost entirely funding the
same period.
dramatically more efficient rail freight alternative. We therefore
As noted, higher diesel fuel prices have increased the pricing continue to see strong growth prospects for the North American
power of the rail freight sector considerably in recent years. rail freight sector, particularly as economic growth slowly ratchets
However, the industry has (in the main) focused on using this up from current levels. Given the far greater energy and carbon
relative strength to build a long term sustainable competitive ad- emissions efficiency of rail, this is an area of distinctly positive
vantage against road freight.
achievement arising as we move to the low carbon economy of
the future.
To again quote from Union Pacific’s recent result announcement, Note: Tim Buckley is investment manager at Arkx. While Arkx is an
customer satisfaction levels reached an all time record high of investor in Union Pacific, CSX Corp. and Norfolk Southern, this article is
94% in the third quarter 2012 relative to 87% at the start of 2010. provided to detail clean energy industry developments that have relevance in
Employee and public safety scores are also at record levels and the Australian context and should not in any way be taken as investment
are very prominent aspects of that company’s results briefing. advice. Arkx is a Sydney based investment management company that inTrain velocities (average speed) are also at record highs, rising vests in the leading, listed international clean energy companies.
2.4% annually since 2008 despite significant improvements in fuel Source www.reneweconomy.com.au
taken "little effective action’’ to fix problems in the loop. But
Metro CEO Andrew Lezala said the rail network, including the
loop, was safe.
by: Amelia Harris Herald Sun Melbourne. October 25, 2012 5:05PM
"I think that the safety concerns raised in the report reflect where
the tunnel was two years ago and our work program has been
METRO says Melbourne's rail network - including the City going through that period and concludes very shortly,’’ Mr.
Loop - is safe, despite a scathing Ombudsman's report.
Lezala said.
The report criticised the Transport Department, saying it had "The engineering plans that we have ensure that it is maintained
received seven detailed engineering reports over 11 years but had in a safe and operable fashion."

City Loop Safety Neglected, Says
Ombudsman's Report
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effective fire plan for the City Loop or Flinders Street Station,"
Mr. Wainwright said. "The safety of the travelling public and our
members is being put at risk and it is just not good enough.
"We will be seeking urgent meetings with both Metro and the
Government and we expect them to set out exactly how and
when they will fix these problems, and what can be done to
protect the safety of our members and the travelling public in the
meantime. "Flinders Street Station has been in a dilapidated state
CORROSION and cracking of concrete plinths supporting rail for a long time now and it is the Governments responsibility to
make this iconic Melbourne landmark a priority. It was after all a
tracks.
key platform promise in the 2010 elections from the Liberal
POOR condition of the emergency walkways.
Party."
CORRODED fire service pipes and no smoke detectors.
SIGNIFICANT deficiencies in the ventilation systems in exhaust
Public Transport Victoria CEO Ian Dobbs said the organisation
mode.
PROBLEMS with driver-only communication in the event of a accepted all of the recommendations of the Ombudsman's report
that are directed at it either in full or in-principle. "While the
disaster or the driver being incapacitated.
events described in the Ombudsman's report took place prior to
The report said train operator Metro was responsible for making the establishment of PTV, we accept his recommendations and I
sure rail infrastructure was maintained so it could be used safely have assured the Ombudsman that we will work diligently to
for its intended purpose, while the Transport Department was ensure that all rail infrastructure and operating practices are
responsible for making sure Metro met its obligations. Public properly overseen by PTV moving forwards,’’ Mr. Dobbs said.
Transport Minister Terry Mulder said he acted as soon as he was "There is no doubt that parts of the report make for difficult
advised of the problems. He said he was concerned bureaucrats reading, but as the Ombudsman notes, most of the areas highdid not advise him earlier of the issues that were raised in seven lighted for action either have been or are being addressed. Indeed
previous reports. "Yes, I got information in relation to some of PTV was established for that very purpose.’’
the issues in the loop but didn't get the comprehensive and
complete story and that is disappointing,'' he told reporters. "It is Mr. Dobbs said safety was the No. 1 priority. "There will be no
disappointing and it's wrong that a minister is not fully informed. more buck passing, no finger pointing, no infighting. As CEO I
will not tolerate any inaction when it comes to matters of
Mr. Mulder blamed the former Labor government for failing to commuter safety,’’ he said. "We have a vastly increased budget to
respond to concerns raised over a number of years."You deal with these issues today, but more importantly we have a
wouldn't get a more damning report and it comes on top of a better and more accountable management structure in place, and
host of Ombudsman's reports and auditor general's reports about we have a committed and professional operator in Metro that is
addressing maintenance issues not just in the loop but across the
the failure of administration of the former Labor government.''
When asked if bureaucrats should lose their jobs for failing to network.’’
advise him properly, Mr. Mulder said: "They work with Public
Transport Victoria ... that is the responsibility of the board and Opposition Leader Daniel Andrews said he had not read the
the CEO of Public Transport Victoria.”..."I'll be having a report, but appreciated it was a serious matter. ''The most
important thing when it comes to safety is that this is not so
discussion with those who sit outside PTV.''
much a matter of politics, it ought to be a matter that is above
Mr. Lezala said Metro had more money to deal with problems on that,'' Mr. Andrews said. ''It ought to be a matter where we can
the network than previous franchisee Connex. Concrete leaching work together to ensure our rail network, our public transport
out of deposits and on to evacuation walkways causing tripping network, our public infrastructure is as safe as it can possibly be.
hazards are among the problems needing to be repaired. He said ''I am pleased the government has responded to the
the bulk of maintenance works which needed to be done were Ombudsman's report and have indicated that they'll implement
expected to be finished by December, while the rest was each of the recommendations.''
expected to be completed by June 2013. "We are working hard to
finish the works as fast as we can so there are no hazards for Victorian Greens Leader Greg Barber said private operators
evacuating passengers. There will be less hazards once the works could not be trusted to run the rail system safely. "Quite simply,
is finished that’s why we’re going as fast as we can." He refused no one knows who is responsible for safety on the rail system"
to comment about if a decade of transport bureaucrats sitting on Mr. Barber said. "The governance arrangements are complex,
their hands was the cause of the problems. Mr. Lezala said there are destructive tensions between the agencies that share
drivers were receiving a safety refresher every three years and the responsibility for safety and protracted disputes over who will
company would implement the recommendations in the report. pay for essential maintenance and upgrades. "That makes it easier
for the private operator to dodge its responsibilities when it
Union divisional organizer Grant Wainwright said the safety comes to passenger safety. "They need to get this fixed, even as
problems raised were very serious and needed to be addressed they go ahead with planning for more road and rail tunnels.
immediately. "It is nothing short of a disgrace that there is no
An estimated 130,000 people use Parliament, Melbourne Central
and Flagstaff stations each weekday and more than 700 train
services run through them. Acting Ombudsman John Taylor was
also told the city’s busiest train station – Flinders St – had no
effective fire plan. Key problems identified in the report about
the underground loop included:

SWANSTON St will be out of action for up to a year when
the iconic thoroughfare is dug up for the Melbourne Metro
rail tunnel project.
Melbourne Metro Rail Tunnel Construction To Wreak Havoc On The Herald Sun can reveal areas near the two new proposed city
train stations - CBD North and CBD South - will be worst
Swanston St For A Year.

Melbourne Metro Rail Tunnel Construction
To Wreak Havoc On Swanston St For A Year.
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affected. One source said the entire width of the impacted
stretches of road could be out of action for up to a year.
Construction on the five-stop, 9km tunnel linking the Sydenham
and Dandenong rail lines is not expected to start for several years
even if planning approval is granted as federal funding is needed.
It is understood the State Government is trying to establish Glimpse of train service
which traders would be affected.
Adam Carey April 17, 2012

in 2021 emerges.

Melbourne City Council has just completed a $25.6 million
redevelopment of Swanston St. The disruption to the street is
going to be very important to us but we are just going to have to
grit our teeth
Public Transport Victoria CEO Ian Dobbs said building a rail
tunnel and stations in the CBD presented complex engineering
and planning challenges but it was too early to say the exact
impacts on the city. "There will be some disruption to Swanston
St but cities around the world are successfully building new rail
tunnels in the heart of their city," Mr. Dobbs said. "The extent of
any disruption will ultimately depend on the precise tunnel route
and station design, including where station entrances are located."
Almost 100,000 people will travel through the two new transport
hubs near Flinders St and Melbourne Central stations during
peak hours. Mr. Dobbs said community feedback would be
sought next year on station design and proposed construction
methods under the planning approvals process, which has started
and is expected to take up to two years.
Infrastructure sources have estimated the project would cost $10
billion. Almost $50 million was allocated in last year's state
budget for planning. It has also sought funding from
Infrastructure Australia for the project, which would also include
stops at Arden, Parkville and Domain.
Lord Mayor Robert Doyle said it would be irresponsible to raise
disruptions with traders when there wasn't a project brief or
funding and the upheaval could be five or 10 years away. "The
disruption to the street is going to be very important to us but we
are just going to have to grit our teeth...because the project is so
The 'train service plan'.
important to all of Melbourne," Cr Doyle said. "I am waiting
until I find out what is their time frame for building it, not plan- A GLIMPSE of what Melbourne's train timetable could look like
ning it and funding it, and that is when we will be able to go out 10 years from now has emerged from a government study into
and talk to people."
building a new rail line to Monash University and Rowville. It
reveals a plan to run trains as often as every four to five minutes
Government spokeswoman Larissa Garvin said planning in rush hour on some metro lines, and once every 10 minutes
included community consultation over the exact alignment to outside the peak.
minimise disruption during building, but maximise taxpayer
dollars. "It is our aim to continue to plan this project and have it The three-page ''train service plan'' for the year 2021 was
ready when funding becomes available," Ms Garvin said.
published as an appendix to the lengthy
An
artists'
impression of how
Melbourne Metro
station CBD South
would look like.
Source: Herald Sun

government-commissioned Rowville Rail Study. It also gives an
early peek at projected increases to V/Line trains to Geelong,
Ballarat and Bendigo once the $5 billion regional rail link opens
in 2016.
The future timetable plan was uncovered by the Public Transport
Users Association, which welcomed the projected boost to
services but questioned why the plan was buried deep within a
voluminous report.''If implemented, this will make a huge
difference to travel around Melbourne, making it easier to get
around much of the city without long waits or relying on
timetables,'' association president Daniel Bowen said.
But a spokesman for Public Transport Victoria cautioned that
the service plan was a draft, based on projected train patronage
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growth over the next decade, and did not represent any Metro is progressively introducing a new train timetable to
government commitment. ''The figures are indicative only and Melbourne. The second stage of this starts on Sunday, when
do not represent the actual planned services in each year,'' the 10-minute frequencies begin on some lines on weekends.
spokesman said. ''They do not represent future commitments
regarding capital spending or infrastructure works.''
The Dandenong, Frankston, Blackburn, Sydenham and
Craigieburn lines do best in the plan, with between 13 and 18
rush-hour trains, and trains every 10 minutes for the rest of the
day.
Less well-served are some lines with stretches of single track including Hurstbridge, Upfield, Lilydale, Belgrave and
Cranbourne lines - that can be used by only one train at a time,
severely restricting the ability to run more trains.
The Upfield line will see a train once every 15 minutes in the
peak under the plan, while Alamein is stuck with one every 20
minutes. Services to Werribee, Williamstown and Altona also
suffer a sharp drop in frequency beyond Newport station, with a
mere eight rush-hour trains projected to run to busy Werribee
station, and one every 20 minutes off-peak.
The plan also projects eight rush-hour trains to Geelong, and
one every 15 minutes at other times.

Letters
I started work full time in January 1971 and 9 years later
joined the railways so full time retirement looks very
Dear Marc, this is to inform you that I will be retiring pleasant indeed. I have more projects than the early
from the rail industry on the 22nd of February 2013 after settlers and look forward to fining out if there is such a
42 years of service. So I wish to resign from the RTBU thing as too much shed time.
Loco Division from that date. Wishing you all the best for
Accordingly I wish to resign from the RTBU on 2 Feb
the future.
2013.
Regards
I have been a proud union member and well looked after
since I signed on at South Dynon on 10 Sept 1979. I have
Colin Streeter
seen the AFULE morph into the RTBU and deal with
many challenges over the last 33 years. And there will be
Loco Driver Pacific National
more challenges to come, that is the only certainty. I wish
Geelong ex Ararat.
all members well for the future and urge all of you to support the union that supports you.
***********

My Resignation

Kind Regards
Gavin Langmuir.
Driver, Southern Cross.

Greetings Marc
Due to the continued unavailability of job share and no
likelihood of any in the medium term, I am left with no
option but to resign from Vline Passenger, effective 2 Feb
2013. I would’ve been happy to stay on for a few more
years but it is not to be. That’s fine.
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Cab Committee report
Southern Cross:
I would like to congratulate the 4 drivers who have joined
the cab committee late last year. They are: Richard Miani,
Gary Rowe, Sandro Caruso and Clinton (Gus) Gazelle.
They will complement the existing men who do an
excellent job making sure our trains are safe and up to
scratch.

By Karl Costanzo
Cab Committee Coordinator

Drivers who encounter toilet smells while driving the No2
end are advised to lock up the toilet, book it as a fault, and
advise the conductor to alert passengers. This is required
due to ongoing problems with the toilet ventilation system
and a lack of progress on a solution.

Vlocity: The new build Vlocity won’t start construction
until around December this year, with delivery of the first
approx. Oct 2014. One of PTV’s intentions is to have
extra handrails fitted inside to encourage more passengers
to crowd the ‘keep clear’ area. Notable is the placement of
two handrails either side of the driver’s door. It would only
take an umbrella to lock the driver in! There are a number
of ergonomic and convenience features we are pushing to
see incorporated in the driver’s cab and keep clear areas.
Anyone with suggestions, complaints or feedback is
welcome. I would particularly like to hear from drivers
who suffer left arm/shoulder pain from the repetitive
action of the power/brake controller. I’ve also heard a
It was recently discovered that broad gauge N classes are whisper of yet another livery change which incorporated
progressively being fitted with a satellite tracking device, the PTV logo…
without prior consultation. I will update you with more
info as to the intentions from management. As you should
know, the standard gauge N’s have this fitted as an agreed VLocity’s that have brake failure occur at a country depot
way of tracking the train if it becomes disabled/ are not to return to Melb on revenue runs for repairs. The
obstructed. But it seems too many have access to the fault should be attended to onsite or an arrangement made
to have it towed back empty cars if the fault cannot be
website from which to track.
rectified, and it is safe to do so.
Locos: N461 has been released from an internal
component change out, which has seen the new type
driver’s seats fitted to both ends, both sides. It has also
received the electrical handbrakes modification, and key
switch/whistle toggle mod. N463 will be next. The electric
handbrake as fitted to N464 has proved to be reliable and
user friendly and I have had no complaints from drivers.
The next step in this mod will see a red warning light
labeled on the dash (at both ends) to indicate when it is
applied. Operation via the push buttons on the handbrake
unit itself will remain.

Sprinters: 7011, which was fitted up for trial of a low fuel
warning device has recently been modified from the Thanks for your time, Karl Costanzo.
information notice supplied. It now sports a new type of
fuel gauge (one side only) to measure and transmit the fuel
level signal to the device in the cab. The trial continues.
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Signal Sighting
Report

By Craig Haber

Another busy period for Signal Sighting, with work
happening around the system.
Regional Rail Link
The area between Viaduct Junction and Melbourne Yard
continues to change, and is now getting closer to its final
configuration. New signals and some bi-directional
running on the East and West bypass lines were
commissioned on 28/1, with work continuing in the area
to provide connections to the new RRL Platforms 15/16
at Southern Cross.
New pointwork was installed at Viaduct Junction by
10/2, with signal 723 relocated at the same time. Further
down the line, track at the up end of Sunshine was
re-aligned, with new pointwork from the Independent
Goods lines to the Main Suburban lines installed on
13/1. Existing signals were altered in situ, but will be
replaced at a later stage. Spion Kop is almost a junction
again (a couple of decades after it’s removal), and the reconstructed Arrival Yard and accompanying Wash Plant
access tracks are nearing completion.
The RRL
project has also converted a number of
existing incandescent signals to LED between North
Melbourne and Southern Cross, with more to follow at
later occupations.
Kensington-Moonee Ponds and Racecourse Renewal
This project covers the area from the up end of
Kensington to the down end of Moonee Ponds, and the
Racecourse line, and will see all signaling infrastructure in
this area replaced. Most tilt masts for the project have
been installed, but final commissioning is some months
away.
One comment to have been raised is that of the height of
the new masts, which are quite a bit shorter than many of
those existing. The height of the current signals between
Kensington and Moonee Ponds dates back to the installation of semaphore arms, which I understand were installed at height so as to improve viewing by day, when
the light sky provided contrast to the dark arms. The
arms were replaced with some haste about 10 years ago,
suffering from increased failure rates, and the existing
posts, and maintenance access ladders/landings were reused, necessitating the LED heads being re-installed at
the same heights as the arms. Today, we have no real
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need for the signals to be so high (later colour light signal
installations were also high enough for the Guard to sight
via the periscope – which is no longer necessary either),
so we generally aim to install new LED’s about the height
of the contact wire, thus giving viewing uninterrupted by
steady arms and other overhead infrastructure. It also
means the signals are easier to see when stopped in close
proximity, while still being above eye height, and thus not
quite so bright at night. Obviously there are lots of other
variations
depending on the location, there is no “one
size fits all” approach.
Greensborough-Diamond Creek ATC
The Hurstbridge Line ATC project, which has been a
work in progress for quite some years, took a big step
forward on the weekend of 2-3/2/13, with the Miniature
Electric Staff from Greensborough to Eltham, and Train
Staff & Ticket from Eltham to Diamond Creek replaced
with Automatic and Track Control, worked remotely
from Epping. Eltham’s 5 new stabling sidings are still a
little way from completion, as is the section from
Diamond Creek to Hurstbridge (scheduled for
completion late March). Upon completion, Diamond
Creek will again have provision for bi-directional departures from both platforms.
Thus the era of Electric Staff working has ended in
Victoria – that it lasted so long is both a tribute to its
robustness and reliability, and an indictment on the lack
of investment on infrastructure over the last few decades.
Frankston
An issue was raised at Frankston, where drivers of double
-Sprinter consists reported difficulty in sighting the down
end home signal, post 14, and its co-actor 14P. It was
feared that this could contribute to a “start-against-signal”
SPAD, highly undesirable at any location, and especially at
this one, with a potential conflict with the Long Island
freight train. We found that the co-actor was being
obstructed by the right-hand-side cab pillar, and the
gantry signal was too high to be readily visible from the
drivers seat.
Subsequently, we asked that the up end Sprinter stop
mark be re-located 5 metres in the up direction, which
takes the view of the co-actor away from the pillar. Additionally, we requested the platform end fence be cut back
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to the yellow line, to improve view of the co-actor when a
signal Sprinter is as the new mark. These works were
completed in mid-January – Sprinter drivers please be
aware of the need to pull right up the new stop mark to
give yourselves best signal viewing at the down end.
Cheltenham
A couple of yellow carpark lights at Cheltenham station
were doing a good job of appearing to be a signal, giving
some confusion with down home signal Post 8, which is
generally at “yellow over red”. The offending lights have
been fitted with flat, rather than domed covers, which
seems to have fixed the problem.
No Exit Signs
A number of platform end-fence “No Exit” signs had
been installed in places that obstructed signal
viewing. Several have been shifted recently, including the
up end of Broadmeadows Platform 1, the up end of East
Richmond Platform 1, the down end of Auburn Platform
2, and up end of Jolimont Platform 1. If you do note any
more, please let me know.
Camberwell
A recent circuitry alteration at Camberwell appears to
have fixed a long running issue, where some signals would
drop back when trains approached, especially if a number
of Xtraps were in the area. This alteration also allowed
one of our longest standing items to be rectified, with up
home signal CAM327’s co-actor finally (Platform 1) being
re-converted to LED.
When Camberwell was re-signalled some years ago, this
co-actor was converted as part of the works, but a power
supply issue caused repeated failures, and thus the incandescent signal was restored as an
interim measure. Years of frustrating inaction followed, so it is pleasing to finally have this fixed.
Foliage
Foliage continues to be a problem. A number of signals
have been cleared, but a lot of work is still needed around
the system, especially between Burnley-Camberwell, and
Surrey Hills-Box Hill (works are scheduled in this area in
April). The Sandringham line will have ongoing works
over several occupations in the coming months, and
Jolimont-Clifton Hill got a good haircut in February, with
more works scheduled for the March long weekend.
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Please continue to report foliage obstructing signals, signs
and other infrastructure to Metrol, and please also let me
know.
Williams Landing
New LED signals were commissioned on 17/2.
Sometimes things just don’t work as planned, as was the
case with the viewing of up West Line signal GG816. We
were unable to achieve acceptable viewing of the
‘B’ (Medium Speed) light due to the restricted clearance
of the overhead structures, and as this is a working
aspect on this signal (not just a marker light), we altered
the signal to a home, with said ‘B’ light located at our
minimum allowable track clearance, which also required
the target to be trimmed.
Given the choice between an auto with unacceptable
viewing, and a home with good viewing, we felt the latter
was the better way to go.
This signal will shortly have it’s mast re-located closer to
track (at minimum allowable clearance), allowing the the
‘B’ light to be viewed where it is now, but allowing the ‘A’
light to be pushed closer to track centre, returning the
stagger required for an auto signal (it is high enough to be
clear of the minimum structure clearance, which tapers in
at greater heights.) A longer bracket for the ‘A’ (Normal
Speed) light of the existing mast is not achievable, as the
maintainers won’t be able to reach the unit.
Westall
Maintenance continue to pursue the issue afflicting signal
WTL735, which repeatedly dropped back to stop in the
face of approaching trains. Until a fix is identified, we are
stuck with stopping selection and a speed restriction
through the area.
Burnley
On the first weekend of March, multi-SPAD signal
BLY377, and its adjacent counterpart BLY343, were to be
converted to LED. BLY343 was converted on, but
problems on the night prevented completion of 377,
which should be completed later in March. Hopefully this
measure, combined with the approach clearing of the auto
signal in the rear (BLY379), will improving things at this
location.
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Off The Rails
Provided by Damian O’Malley

OTR pictured with Wayne Hicks of Southern Cross, Grant
Spurrell & Stewart Anderson

Scholarships
Scholarships are available for children of financial
members of the Locomotive Division. Applications can
only be made online at the following address:
https://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/scholarships/
Students will need their ‘end of year’ results to apply
for a scholarship.
Students may apply for more than one scholarship.
Students must provide all the information that is
requested of them in the application form and click on the
‘Submit’ button to lodge an application. Failure to do so
will result in the application being invalid.
Please check the closing date for applications on the
application form of the scholarship you wish to apply for
as NO late applications are accepted.
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The Frank Carey Memorial Scholarship
Two scholarships valued at $700 will be awarded after
consideration of the student’s school involvement and
end of year results together with the student’s
involvement in a community group (such as sporting,
church, hobby or charity). One student must be currently
completing Year 10 and one must be currently
completing Year 7 in 2013 and be sons or daughters of
financial members of the Public Transport Union
Victorian Locomotive Division. Each scholarship is for
two years and carries an allowance of $350 per year.
The Steve Gibson Memorial Scholarship
Two scholarships valued at $600 will be awarded after
consideration of the student’s school involvement and
end of year results together with the student’s
involvement in a community group (such as sporting,
church, hobby or charity). Students must be currently
completing Year 10 in 2013 and be sons or daughters of
financial members of the Public Transport Union
Victorian Locomotive Division. Each scholarship is for
two years and carries an allowance of $300 per year.
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Talkback from
Hinch

with Michael A. Hinch
Passenger Sub-division, Southern Cross

pieces and the locos are plagued with fatigue related
problems. But just recently, just when you thought it couldn’t
get any more bizarre, the rail gods reached out and in their
deity like want, they gave us this gem.

Comrades..
V/Line privatization.. Yeah right..
I don’t and never would claim to be an oracle, but the
undercurrent of concern amongst the troops at V/Line about
“One Term Ted,” or should I now say “Not Long
Napthine,” playing the P card are really unfounded. Let’s
employ a touch of logic shall we? Whether we collectively
think that this Conservative mob are just plain old dumb or
old school right wing stubborn, even they aren’t stooopid
enough to privatize the country and regional system…. Just
yet.

I was sitting at Albury station waiting for the incoming which
was to make my evening up service. I phoned the driver and
asked where he was and he said that he left town an hour late
due to defects so they cancelled it and put on buses and he
was steaming toward me empty cars so it could make the up.
Ok I said; see you when you get here. A little while later the
station bloke wandered into the meal room and advised me
that the train had broken down at Wangaratta and the up
would be cancelled. I immediately called the driver back to
offer any assistance and he replied, I don’t think that we can
fix this one, you see…the brake cylinder has fallen off the
PCJ power van…. What? ARE YOU SURE? UHH? I
jumped into a cab and travelled to Wang to relieve him and
he took me down to the vehicle and showed me and sure
enough folks…the brake cylinder had fallen off the car.
There is no person that I know that has ever heard of such a
thing. This is unprecedented. I remain flabbergasted that a
piece of equipment which attached to the frame could simply
fall off. It is beyond remarkable.

If they learnt anything from the Kennet demise it would be
the number of seats that Jeffy boy lost along the Tullamarine
freeway after the tolls were applied.
Allow me to
superimpose that same potential for electoral suicide over our
situation. Jeff had lots of seats and looked immovable, but he
came up against the irresistible force known as - The peoples
are pissed off Guvna’- Now Doctor Dumb Nuts Dennis has
only one seat. You could argue that he only has half a seat
seeing that the state politician crustacean at the end of the
Nepean Highway is now on the cross benches. Now, call me
coohntry larke lahd, but I just don’t think old Denny can afford
Curve caution
to take off his jocks now that his pants are missing.
In a previous edition of Loco Lines, you may recall that I asked
Just imagine, in this term of office, how many seats he would the question, why is there a fifty KPH curve on the down
stand to lose if the erstwhile city folk, who moved to places side of the Maribyrnong river bridge? I received a number of
like, Warragul, Wood End, Lara, Gisborne etc. so that they replies which were all very similar. To cut a long story short,
could enjoy small town living and still commute easily to their back in the seventies there was a problem with ride quality of
job in town on the RFR, found out that their happy chocolate the curve and a fifty kay (thirty MPH in those days) speed
train service was about to be plundered by the Metro mob. It restriction was plonked on the curve. When the Union
wouldn’t take much to point out to these people that the protested about the lack of maintenance, the management of
network bastardry that is inflicted upon the system on a daily the day simply replaced the caution board with a speed curve
basis by these knuckleheads was about to exert ruthless board and then it fell between the cracks until current day.
influence upon their daily commute. Don’t forget, these new Then along came the works for the regional link. Out came
rural types are able to arrive at their station, board a V/locity the points for the Maribyrnong River branch, the curve was
and by the time they have read the paper and done the cross completely rebuilt and hooray…away went the curve board.
word, they are walking to their office. No freeways tolls, no For three blissful weeks we were all happily ripping around it
parking fees, no petrol costs and no need to drive through a at eighty kays and it rode like a Rolls Royce, a victory for
common sense… then all of a sudden the curve board
traffic jam. I reckon they’d be pissed off.
reappeared. I’ll be buggered if I understand how this stuff
Now, should old Doc Dennis win the next state election and works.
have a workable majority, then all bets are off. Ideologically it
may then become too much to resist. So let’s do the grand Signal Nazi
old state of Victoria a big favor and put the other mob back I recently had the Bi annual misfortune to have to participate
in the Air Show train roster. On the final day of the event, I
in come the next state election.
was sitting in a V/Locity outside Lara waiting to get access to
the platform when I heard a voice over the radio say “Lara
More North Eastern Woes.
The saga of the standard gauge just continues and no matter Station calling Geelong Control, I want signal post number
how hard its karma tries, it just can’t cease to amaze its legion six put to proceed.” The voice had a bit of authority about its
of fans. The corridor all up is supposed to provide three tone and I remember thinking that there must be a safe
services a day in each direction. In truth, they are lucky to get working inspector at the scene. I thought at that moment
one a day to run let alone turn around. I gotta’ tell yas’, the that it made some sense for a big event to have a safe
bus companies are cleaning up. The rolling stock is falling to working bloke present and then considered it little more.
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When I arrived at Lara and went to change ends and this
lunatic with a radio in his hand approached very aggressively
and demanded to know if I was the driver of this train. I
replied “who are you?” I’m – (name withheld in this
publication). I replied “who?” I didn’t know this bloke from a
box of fish. “I’m the manager Here and I’m in charge.” I
advised him that, that didn’t mean Jack Poop to me and that
when he should ever choose to approach a crew member that
he should identify himself before speaking. I then asked if he
was the person asking for signal aspects on the radio and he
proudly replied that he was. I then told him to STOP IT!! He
insisted that he can call the controller if so chose and I asked
him if he had any safe working qualifications and he replied
that he didn’t. I asked him what qualified him to know what
signal applied to the passage of which train? He began to get
quite animated. He demanded my name and I happily
supplied it and suggested that it would be a good idea to
please box on with this issue. He then abusively told me to
“Go and run your train!” To which I replied, “Don’t you
dare talk to me like that.” At that point I think he felt
sufficiently embarrassed and deflated and a crowd was gathering and so he turned his back on me. Control was interested
to hear that an unqualified person was interfering with safe
working and the working of signals by way of radio
transmissions. When will clerks EVER LEARN?

then simply switch off the emergency lighting in the empty
unit and trust me, they won’t even think about it. Now, when
you reach your destination, you must open the door access
hatch, pull the rip cord and open a door to gain access. You
then reset all the breakers, put your key in and go cab active,
press door open, door close, door open and all doors will be
active.
The Kaleta Book
We never dreamed that even self-publishing a book would
take so much time and be so much work. The story so far.
Thanks to the generosity of Richard Gilbert Who’s
publishing company - Full Parallel – we are able to get this
thing off the ground at all, we have been educated as to the
steps it takes to publish a book.

All the heavy lifting has been done by Dave Kaleta. Mine has
been a very minor peripheral role. We did our best to identify
the nature of and the characters involved in every of Ricks
artworks. After that was done, Dave had to painstakingly
scan each image and then digitally edit and in some cases,
censor all the hundreds of drawings. Firstly, many names had
to be removed because we could not afford any litigation.
Undeniably most of the subjects would never care if their
name was mentioned or not, but that is the nature of
publishing and the nature of the law. Some censoring was
Cool Markings
In a previous issue of Loco Lines I espoused the wisdom of necessary because let’s face it.. Sometimes the old Ricky boy
marking all regional platforms with lines and numbers which could get a little risqué and it needs to be suitable for a wide
designate single car V/Locity lengths. I am delighted to audience.
report that the good people on the western corridor have
done just that to all relevant platforms. It is fantastic. It actu- All this happens after the preproduction decisions such as,
ally takes the guess work out of stopping trains in the correct quality and size of paper. Hard or soft cover. Number in
place. More power to you blokes, I no longer require a fresh print run and the all-important… finance. Poor young Dave
supply of clairvoyance to work out where the hell a stopping burnt many a gallon of the midnight oil doing all of the
mark might be. Can we now have the other corridors done? editing only to now discover that all the images have to be re
scanned on a more professional publisher’s machine so that
the quality is assured and there can be no issues with the final
Teknikal stuff
Allow me to share a little discovery I made re V/Locitys. product. This of course means all editing must be done from
There is nothing in the instruction manuals (at least as far as I scratch. And a further expense.
can find, which is not surprising because there is bugger all in
them about anything else.) about a means of isolating a To sum up, it will most likely be necessary to revert to a soft
trailing unit so that Joe public cannot access it. For example cover book to reduce the costs and hopefully in the next
on a Sprinter, it is common practice on say, the last service at edition of Loco Lines, we will be able to offer you all an order
night on any given corridor to isolate a trailing unit and leave form on which you can pledge up front the purchase cost and
only the lead one accessible. It is good for security and makes payment strictly by cheque or credit card. If we are lucky, we
the Connie’s life a bit easier. I took advantage of a bit of may also be able to produce an order form in a brochure
useless time one lonely shift to experiment with two V/locity format. We will have to wait and see. May all of you please
units and after about an hour of buggerising about finally acknowledge that this has been a labor of love for Young
Dave and he has worked tirelessly to achieve the result for his
found the method. Allow me to share.
family and we must surely share his hopes of a healthy little
You must leave all the doors closed (this is very important) donation to the Peter Mac cancer research unit.
except the lead door of the trailing unit and the trailing door
of the lead unit. Then isolate the exterior door circuit breaker One last thing, I urge all Loco Drivers to go to the ABC
at the trailing end cab, then work your way forward isolating News radio web site and go to the Background Briefing
exterior door circuit breakers (three breakers for a three car section and check out the audio documentary.. Killer Diesel.
unit). At the lead cab of the trailing unit, when you isolate the The World Health Organization has declared Diesel fumes a
exterior door breaker, the red light on the door push button category one carcinogenic and declared that it does actually
will remain illuminated. Simply push the button and step out cause lung cancer.
of the vehicle and the door will close and lock and is
inoperable by the public. If you wish to discourage them Michael A. Hinch
from attempting to operate the button on the isolated unit, Aka Talkback
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Where Is It …?

MARCH 2013

with Trevor Penn
Passenger Sub-division, Southern Cross
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THE previous Where Is It ...? [below right] was at
Spencer Street Station.
The winners were Laurie Reynolds (PacNat,
Intermodal) and Gary Rowe (Passenger, Southern
Cross). They were the only two members with correct
answers. Congratulations to them. Meanwhile if you
think you know the location of the photograph on the

opposite page, call the Union Office on 9907 9800 or
toll free on 1800 134 095.
If you answer correctly (only one guess per
competition) your name will go into a hat and the
winners, one Sparks and one Loco, will be drawn two
weeks from distribution of the current Loco Lines.
Prizes can include a Union mug, or a cap. Good luck!

Spencer Street Station
WHEN the double track
viaduct to Flinders Street
opened in late 1891, replacing
the ground level “tramway”
connection, it was only linked
to the Goods Yard and there
was no way for regular
passenger trains to make use of
it.
Customers wishing to cross
the city had to use the cable
trams that ran from a terminus
at Bourke and Spencer Streets,
while the more affluent would
take a horse cab for the one
mile journey. (Sherlock Holmes
would surely approve!)
That cable tram route, Melbourne’s first, dated
from 1885 and was a nice little earner for the

Company until the Government, no doubt kicking
and screaming in the depths of a major Depression,
provided the funds to build a new island platform.
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Extract from the Victorian Railways 1917 “Spencer Street to Flinders Street” signalling diagram.

This came into use, along with the first Viaduct
Junction Signal Cabin, in time for the Christmas
traffic of 1894 so at last Essendon, Williamstown
and other suburban trains could run though
Spencer Street instead of terminating at a pair of
short platforms, complete with a traverser, where
our dingy bus terminal now stands.

Why on earth this wasn’t done in the first place
is a bit of a mystery. British loan money flowed like
water in the land boom of the 1880s when the
viaduct construction contracts were let, and there
was an orgy of railway building in all corners of the
Colony of Victoria. Cash could be found for follies
such as Maryborough station and the Outer Circle

PREVIOUS PAGE: Electric trains commenced to run across the Viaduct in May 1919, and a series of glass plate
negatives were exposed about this time at the behest of the VR’s Chief Electrical Engineer, to record the complicated
web of overhead wires and supporting masts required by the new technology. This was the first mainline
electrification in the country, and the Victorian Railways were justifiably proud of it. In this view we are looking
towards the Viaduct from the area where our gardener was standing when he posed for the postcard shot.
He might have had mixed feelings if he was still around, for progress has wreaked havoc with his floral displays.
There are now four tracks across to Flinders Street; the duplication and rebuilding of the Viaduct being completed in
1917 at a time when the Great War was raging, and the likelihood of defeat for the British Empire was very real. The
four tracks funnel into the single island platform at Spencer Street, and those carefully tended beds have been
heavily cut back to make space for the new track connections. Notice how the garden on the left has vanished, and
the track is hard up against the back wall of what we take to be a corrugated iron dunny, complete with a “stink pipe”
and a solitary electric light. All is not lost, though, as the spiky palm tree visible in the last shot is flourishing behind
the stone retaining wall to the right!
In the background the soot encrusted Viaduct Junction Signal Cabin, believed to have been recycled from
Canterbury Junction back in 1894, controls the lovely upper quadrant semaphores that came into use along with the
new layout in December 1917. The new signalling also incorporated a pair of those Rule Book rarities, semaphore
Repeating signals with fishtailed arms. One was located on the approach to the platform from the direction of
№ 1 Box, post W60, while the other, post UW64, governed moves on the Goods Line from Dudley Street. [See
signalling diagram above.] As speed along the latter was a stately 10 miles per hour, reduced to 5 mph in foggy
weather, you would have to wonder if this signal served any real purpose. PHOTO COURTESY PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE
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The reconstructed viaduct, with two additional tracks and regulated by three-position signals, eliminated a major
bottleneck especially as the old setup was worked as a single “Lock and Block” section with Flinders Street A Box.
Imagine that, only one train on the Viaduct in each direction at any time, including the peak! The congestion now
shifted to Spencer Street, and the stretch of double line through the Island Platform to № 1 Box.
Nothing much could be done until the functions of the brick Shipping Shed - Bond Store, seen on the right of the
previous photo, and located roughly in the area of today’s 9 and 10 platforms, could be shifted to Montague.
Preliminary work at the new site beside the Port Melbourne line had started in back in 1915 but thanks to the Kaiser’s
War, the new shed wasn’t open for business until late 1921. Demolition of the old joint would have followed soon
after, allowing major improvements to begin around Spencer Street. Situated on a direct route that cut across a
substantial part of the former Goods Yard, the new alignment allowed for six passenger tracks through to a junction
worked by a power Signal Box at Franklin Street. The new suburban platforms 11 to 14 came into use in August 1924,
with a subway connecting them to the existing concourse.
For all those readers wondering about the “W51” plate visible on the Automatic signal protecting platform 12 on the
East Line, “W” stands for Williamstown (the West line Autos carry an “E” prefix for Essendon) while 51 locates the
signal at just under one mile from Swanston Street bridge, as the signals and overhead masts are measured in
hundreds of old fashioned feet. 5,280 feet = one mile, so dividing the signal number by 52.8 will give you its location.
Simple!
Seemingly built to last forever, Viaduct Junction was swept away in 1978 as part of the collateral damage associated
with the Melbourne Underground construction, and its functions were taken over by a short lived № 2 Box situated
atop the brick substation at the far end of the platform. PHOTO COURTESY P.R.O.

railway, but seemingly nothing for this critical piece
of infrastructure.
Were the politicians of the day nobbled by the
cable tram and cab interests, much as today’s
pollies are corrupted by vested interests regarding
the Airport rail link?
We digress. The photo is scanned from a
postcard; the Edwardian equivalent of text
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messaging. With several mail deliveries per day, at
least in the inner city, these were a cheap and
effective means of communication. The Great War
brought about general inflation, along with many
other nasty things, and postal price hikes had
largely killed off the business by the end of
hostilities. This one probably dates from around
1910 and depicts E492 heading an Up Essendon to
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The shadows cast by a low wintry sun fall across the manicured lawns behind Head Office one morning in 1924. Work
is well under way on the re-arrangements, and the grand scale of the job is very apparent. The Island Platform, in the
area of today’s 5 and 6, is hiding behind the wooden footbridge on the right, while the disconnected sidings of the
former Goods Yard are lurking further back in the smoky haze.
Away in the background the long roof of North Melbourne Loco Depot is just visible to the left of the semi-circular
water tank. Occupying a prominent spot at the end of platforms 13 and 14, where the canopy is nearly completed, the
new state-of-the-art signal box will replace the grotty old wooden structure perched at the end of the Viaduct. After
less than seven years’ service, those upper quadrant signals are about to disappear from Spencer Street, and the
lattice signal bridge in the foreground will be dismantled.
Trains on the new lines were kept apart from each other by “Style VR” pattern light signals, with their characteristic
large hoods shading very small lenses. At the Spencer St end of the layout a 40 lever miniature power frame was
housed in the sturdy brick Box located just off the end of platforms 13 and 14. A number of those structures were
erected around Melbourne in the roaring twenties, at Franklin Street, North Melbourne, South Kensington, Coburg,
West Footscray, Windsor, Hawthorn, Camberwell and Dandenong. The one at Brighton Beach has a unique “pagoda”
roof, while Caulfield was a latecomer, replacing a pair of large mechanical Boxes in 1933. PHOTO COURTESY P.R.O.

Brighton service. Outshopped in 1892, and
rendered surplus by electrification in 1921, she was
flogged off to the gullible South Australian
Railways, along with 19 of her classmates for
£1,100 each, with E492 becoming their M274.
It appears someone in Adelaide screwed up
badly, as the SAR’s pre-loved bargains proved to be
too heavy for most of their permanent way. Poor
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old 274 and her sisters had a short and unhappy
career in the Land of the Crow, being largely
confined to the Port line.
A snippet of silent film shows one of them
shunting at James Holden’s Woodville factory in
the late 1920s.
The “Island Platform” (also known as 7 and 8 in
the old scheme, wherein the long platforms had
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In October 1934 Prince Henry, the Duke of Gloucester and uncle of the eventual Queen Elizabeth 2nd (bless ’er heart!)
paid a visit to Australia to kick off the Melbourne Centenary Celebrations and cheer up the downtrodden peasants.
His nibs travelled by rail from Perth, and the South Australian Railways laid on one of their large and very sexy 4-6-2
locos for the Terowie to Adelaide leg of his trip. Pacific № 609, polished to perfection, and with her glossy black paint
lined out in purple, must have delighted the old boy who was a bit of a railfan, as he gave permission for the engine to
be named Duke of Gloucester in his honour.
The A2 and D3 class ten-wheelers of the Victorian Railways must have seemed downmarket by comparison, but this
brace of “Basher” A2s made a brave sight as they lifted the heavy Royal train out of Platform 10, en route to the
Eastern District. Beginning in 1933, many VR steam locos were equipped with Modified Front Ends incorporating
ungainly bucket shaped funnels, resulting in dramatic improvements to both economy and performance from
reduced back pressure in the cylinders.
The softer exhaust caused visibility problems from drifting smoke (Home signal, Sam? What Home signal?) and most
“Basher” engines were soon fitted with “elephant ear” smoke deflectors. These modified locos could be worked a lot
harder with better results, which probably accounts for the nickname.
Viewed from the top of Head Office, to the right of 978 and 983 the pre-1924 track alignment is still very apparent,
along with the concrete bases of the former signal bridge (those bases remained in situ well into the 1970s), while the
two storey asbestos cement joint on the far right housed the Railway Medical Section, presided over in later years by
Old Doctor Wallace … cough! PHOTO COURTESY P.R.O.

two numbers, instead of using A and B
designations) was located in the region of the
present № 5A and 6A platforms. The large
clerestory roofed structure on the right along with
the connecting footbridge mark the location of the
present concourse, while the chap in the
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foreground, posing among his beautiful garden
beds, is standing pretty much on the site of today’s
platform 8 South. Just to the right of the tall
semaphore, complete with a co-acting arm, the
brick chimney of the City Council’s Spencer Street
powerhouse can be seen through the haze. LL
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RAIL, TRAM & BUS UNION VICTORIA
LOCOMOTIVE DIVISION

RTBU Embroidered Merchandise Price list
Available only at Loco Hall
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Name of item

Price

Polar Fleece zip up jumper
Color logo

$48.00 each

Sweat Jumper
(Dark Blue)
Color logo

$45.00 each

Polo T-shirts
(Dark Blue)
Color logo

$42 each

Bomber Jackets
(Dark Blue with Leather
look sleeves)
Color logo
By special order

$105.00 each

Caps
With small yellow
RTBU logo

$7.95 each

Mugs
Badges
Keyrings

$3.50 each
$3.50 each
$3.50 each

Men of the Footplate:
One Hundred and Thirty
Years of Railway Trade Unionism 1861-1991

$15 each
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RAIL, TRAM & BUS UNION VICTORIA
LOCOMOTIVE DIVISION

Membership Form
I.............................................................. the undersigned hereby apply to become a member for the Australian Rail,
Tram & Bus Industry Union, An Organisation of Employees registered under the Australian Industrial Relations Act
1988 as amended, and hereby undertake to comply with the rules and by-laws for the time being of the union.
Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss (Cross out which is not applicable)

Surname:......................................................................Given Name:..............................................................
Address:.......................................................................................................................Post Code:..................
Home Ph. No:................................................................................Mobile:.....................................................
Email:............................................................................................Date of Birth:............./............../..............
Employer:.................................................................................. ..Employee Number:....................................
Date Commenced:........................................................................Grade:.

Trainee

or

Qualified.

Location:............................................................Work Address:.....................................................................
Work Ph. No:......................................................Work Fax No:......................................................................
I certify that I have received a copy of rule 14, Notification of Registration from Membership

Date:............../............./................

Signature:..................................................................

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...........
Please keep the following for your reference.)
reference.)

- A member may resign from membership of the Union by written notice addressed and delivered to the Secretary of his/her branch.
- A notice of resignation from membership of the Union takes effect:
• On the day on which the notice is received by the Union; or
• On the day specified in the notice, which is a day not earlier than the day when the member ceases to be eligible to become a
member, whichever is later; or
• In other cases;
ο At the end of three months; or
ο On the day which is specified in the notice: Whichever is later.
- Any subscription, fees, fines and levies owing but not paid by a former member of the Union in relation to a period before the
member’s resignation took effect, may be sued for and recovered in the name of the Union in a Court of competent jurisdiction, as
a debt to the Union.
- A notice delivered to the Branch Secretary shall be deemed to have been received by the Union when it was delivered.
- A notice of resignation that has been received by the Union is not invalid because it was not addressed and delivered to the Branch
Secretary.
- A resignation from membership of the Union is valid even if it is not effected in accordance with this Rule if the member is informed
in writing by or on behalf of the Union that the resignation has been accepted.
Level 6, 1 Elizabeth St, Melbourne. 3000 I Freecall: 1800 134 095
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Fax: 9682 3344 I Email: rtbu@iprimus.com.au
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